About Us

Located in North Campus near Bunche Hall, the Charles E. Young Research Library (YRL) provides research-level collections and services in humanities, social sciences, government information and a broad expanse of maps in our Henry J. Bruman collection. YRL has millions of items in hundreds of languages from around the world. YRL offers group study rooms, collaborative pods, individual study tables, a reading room and a range of study options throughout its six floors.

Where to Find Us

280 Charles E Young Dr. N.
LA, CA 90095

What to Know...

1) Scheduled and drop-in research assistance with professional library staff ready to help at any stage in the research process.

2) Reservable collaboration pods and study rooms with monitors operated with your own laptop or one borrowed from the Library’s laptop lending service.

3) Unique research service programs, such as the Scholarly Innovation Lab, Lux Lab and Data Science Center, for assistance with digital projects and emerging technology.

4) Multi-space conference center, including a conference room that holds up to 160 people, that hosts conferences, symposia, workshops, presentations, meetings and lectures.

5) Schedule a consultation with a subject specialist and start your research journey with one of their subject guides!